INTELLIGE NT
COM FORT
READY FOR
TAKE-OFF.

WH ETH E R I N ECONOMY
OR TH E FI RST CLASS:
YOU CAN S IT BACK AN D RE LA X!

As a leading foam manufacturer, we are able to

our competences in the molded and cut foam areas.

provide a diverse portfolio of materials, which

Moreover, with our especially lightweight foams,

For all the soft goods contained in aircraft seating, we

both their comfort and weight and are available in every

meet the stringent international standards of the

we help to save fuel and thereby contribute to both

offer customized solutions manufactured using top-qua-

standard processing variation. With our seat cushions,

aviation industry, while simultaneously promising

reducing costs and enhancing the environment-

lity foam and covered with leather, fabric or synthetic

back- and headrests and leg supports, we furnish outs-

optimum passenger comfort. During processing, we

friendliness of your products. Our know-how is at

tanding comfort in every class of aircraft.

employ advanced technologies and can implement

your service!

leather. Our

products are high-end with regard to

MODE RN TECH NOLOGI ES
AN D I NTE LLIGE NT SOLUTIONS

WE ARE NEVER ON AUTOMATIC PILOT …
Instead we constantly make the highest comfort and
quality demands upon all our products and services.
Furthermore, with our comprehensive, long-term knowhow and international locations, we are the ideal partner for the realization of your ideas and requirements.
Together we jointly design

seat cushions, covers

and components, which are light, hygienic, innovative,
durable and aesthetic and thus offer convincing characteristics for the aviation industry.

ONE-STOP SERVICES:
WE ACCOM PANY OU R CUSTOM E RS
FROM PROTOYPES TO S E RI ES

HYGIENE-PLUS: FOAM.SENSITIVE

FIREPROOF: GRAPHITE FOAMS

By means of a special foam layer containing additives,

Flame-retardant particles, which are integrated

which destroy 99.7% of all bacteria and germs within

directly into the foam, furnish outstanding fire

24 hours, we ensure maximum hygiene and a neut-

characteristics. As a result a fire blocker is not

ral odor. Moreover, antibacterial materials in other

required in the aircraft seat. We are pleased to

components, ranging from the cushion structure to its

present the test results for all the usual international

cover, further enhance this hygienic effect.

fire standards.

Our designers join forces with you to create a seat

samples and prototypes. We do not rest until all

cushion that possesses an ideal structure and also

your requests have been met in full and following

accounts for modern ergonomic concerns. A joint

product release, you can use our fast track service,

INNOVATIONS FROM IN-HOUSE R&D

A FOCUS ON SUSTAINABILITY

workshop determines the key criteria for our sam-

which offers exceptionally short delivery times. As

In our research and development center, we conti-

Resource-protective production and the selection

ple production, which we then manufacture using

a rule, these only amount to 5-10 days after orde-

nually seek product improvements and design new

of environment-friendly material are at the top of

our pool of the latest cushion production techno-

ring. We are also pleased to combine the cushions

solutions for the aviation industry. We like nothing

our agenda. Therefore, in the aviation field we emp-

logy. You are subsequently able to test both the qua-

with the seat covers via our lean assembly service.

more than transforming trends into reality with our

loy especially light support foams, in order to reduce

lity and the craftsmanship on the basis of various

We are your partner for aviation seating.

customers and creating innovations.

weight and thus save fuel.

EN

WE ARE N EVEON
We develop products that enhance the lives of people
around the world. As a specialist for innovative and sustainable foam solutions we pursue fresh approaches and are
passionate about future-oriented ideas.
We offer exceptional flexible and composite foams for the
vast diversity of applications provided by our Living &
Care, Mobility and Specialties business units.

CONTACT
We will be pleased to provide you with additional product information.
Simply get in touch!
We look forward to hearing from you.
M: office@neveon.com
T: +43 50541 19 001

www.neveon.com

